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New elementary proofs of the uniqueness of certain Steiner systems using coding 
theory are presented. In the process some of the codes involved are shown to be 
unique. 
The uniqueness proof for the (5, 8, 24) Steiner system is due to John Conway. 
The blocks of the system are used to generate a length 24 binary code. Any two 
such codes are then shown to be equivalent up to a permutation of the coordinates. 
This code turns out to be the extended Golay code. 
In the uniqueness proof for the (4, 7,23) system, the blocks generate a length 23 
code which is extended to a length 24 code. The minimum weight vectors of this 
larger code hold a (5, 8,24) Steiner system. This result together with the previous 
one completes the proof. At this point it is also possible to conclude that the codes 
involved are unique and hence equivalent to the binary perfect Golay code and its 
extension. 
Continuing with the uniqueness result for the (3. 6, 22) Steiner system, the blocks 
generate a length 22 code which is extended to the same length 24 code by the 
addition of two coordinates and one additional vector. This extension ultimately 
requires the computation of the coset weight distribution of the length 22 code, a 
result heretofore unknown. The complete coset weight distribution for a specific 
(22, 11, 6) self-dual code is computed using the CAMAC computer system. 
The (5, 6, 12) and (4, 5, 11) Steiner systems are treated differently. It is shown 
that each system is completely determined by the choice of six blocks which may 
be assumed to lie in any such design. These six blocks in fact form a basis for 
length 12 (and 11) ternary codes corresponding to the two systems and may be 
generated by an algorithm independent of the designs. This algorithm is presented 
and the minimum weight vectors of the resulting codes, the perfect ternary Golay 
code and its extension, are calculated by the CAMAC system. 
*This work was completed while the author was a Ph. D. student at the University of 
Illinois at Chicago Circle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Steiner systems associated with the Mathieu groups and the Golay 
codes have long been the objects of intense study. In 1938 Witt [ I] 
constructed and proved unique the (5,8,24), (4, 7, 23), (3,6,22), (56, 12), 
and (4,5, 11) systems, as did Luneburg [2] in 1969. Works of Jonsson [ 31, 
Snover [4], and Curtis [5] followed with uniqueness proofs for various 
subsets of the three larger systems. Most recently, in what is perhaps the 
simplest and most accessible proof to date, Conway [6], in 1978, used only 
coding theory to show the (5,8, 24) system was unique. This paper presents 
Conway’s proof along with other coding theory results to prove that the 
(4, 7,23) and (3,6, 22) systems are unique. A more computational proof of 
the uniqueness of the (5, 6, 12) and (4, 5, 11) systems is also given. This 
proof makes use of the CAMAC computing system [7]. Of course, all these 
designs were previously known to be unique. The proofs that follow, 
however, are particularly elementary and straightforward. They also 
demonstrate very clearly the relationships between these Steiner systems and 
the Golay codes. 
Regarding the codes themselves, again there are many previous results on 
their uniqueness. In [8], Pless showed that any (11,6, 5) or (12,6,6) ternary 
code or any (23, 12, 7) or (24, 12, 8) binary code is, in fact, unique and 
hence equivalent to the appropriate Golay code. In [9], Pless and Sloane 
showed that a (22, 11, 6) self-dual code is unique by completely enumerating 
all (22, 11) self-dual codes. This paper repeats the uniqueness results for the 
two larger binary codes. The arguments used are very similar to those used 
by Pless in [8]. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
All definitions and notation are standard according to [lo]. A t - (0, k, A) 
design is a design on v points with block size k such that any set of t points, 
called a t-set, lies in exactly 1 blocks. If 1 is 1 the design is called a (t, k, v) 
Steiner system. The number of blocks in a design is denoted L,. The number 
of blocks containing i fixed points is li, i = 1, 2,..., t, while Ai,j denotes the 
number of blocks containing j fixed points which do not contain i other fixed 
points. All these values are traditionally displayed in a (t + 1)-row triangle, 
due to Leech, see Fig. 1 a. In a (t, k, v) Steiner system the values A,+, ,.,., A, 
may be assumed to equal 1, allowing the extension of Fig. 1 to the table of 
intersection numbers shown in Fig. l(b). The last row in this table gives the 
number of blocks intersecting any fixed block in 0, l,..., or k - 1 points. 
An (n, k) linear code C is a k-dimensional subspace of the n-dimensional 
vector space F” with a fixed basis over a specified finite field F. The weight 
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FIG. la. Pascal triangle of intersection numbers for a t - (II. k, ,I) design. 
of a codeword u is denoted 1~1, while /u f~ UI denotes the number of nonzero 
coordinates which u and v have in common. If C is an (n, k) code with 
minimum weight d, C is called an (n, k, d) code. The dual of a code, denoted 
Cl, is the code of all vectors in F” orthogonal to every codeword in C. Code 
C is said to be self-dual if C = CL and self-orthogonal if C is contained in 
CL. The cosets of C in F” are the usual group cosets, written u + C. If u + C 
is any such coset, then a coset leader of u + C is any vector of minimum 
weight in the coset. If r is the weight of a coset leader u, then the coset u + C 
is called a coset of weight r. Two codes C and C’ are said to be equivalent if 
there is a monomial transformation of the coordinates of C which maps each 
codeword of C to a codeword of C’. Similarly, two designs are equivalent if 
there is a permutation of the points sending the blocks of one design to the 
blocks of the other. A t - (u, k, 1) design is said to be unique (up to a 
permutation of the coordinates) if any two such designs are equivalent. 
Analogously, an (n, k, d) code is said to be unique if any two such codes are 
equivalent. More generally, a code with specific parameters and/or properties 
is unique if any two such codes are equivalent. 
FIG. lb. Table of intersection numbers for a (t, k, u) Steiner system. 
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3. UNIQUENESS OF THE (5,8,24) STEINER SYSTEM 
RESULT 1. The (5, 8, 24) Steiner system is unique up to a permutation of 
the points. 
The following proof is due to Conway. 
ProoJ Assume S and S’ are two such systems. Represent the blocks of 
each as length 24 binary vectors. These vectors of weight 8 are referred to as 
octads. Now let the blocks of S (S’) generate a linear binary code C (C’). 
An equivalence will be established between the two codes which will then 
naturally yield one between S and S’. All the following results about C 
apply also to C’. 
STEP 1. C is self-orthogonal and all codewords have weight divisible by 
four. 
Proof: The generating octads of C have even weight and from the table 
of intersection numbers for S, any two octads have an even intersection (see 
the last row of Fig. 2). Thus C is self-orthogonal over GF(2). All the 
generators of C have weight divisible by four, and since they all intersect 
evenly, any linear combination of octads has weight divisible by four. 1 
STEP 2. The minimum weight of C is eight. 
Proof: Call any weight 4 vector a tetrad. A fifth point outside any tetrad 
t determines an octad o which can be thought of as the union of two tetrads, 
t and o-t. In this manner a tetrad determines a unique partition of the 24 
points into six tetrads, called a sextet, the union of any two of which is an 
octad. Let d denote the minimum weight of C. Suppose d is 4 and c is a 
759 
506 253 
330 176 77 
210 120 56 21 
130 80 40 16 5 
78 52 28 12 4 1 
46 32 20 8 4 0 1 
30 16 16 4 4 0 0 1 
30 0 16 0 4 o G o 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
FIG. 2. Table of intersection numbers for a (5, 8, 24) Steiner system. 
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codeword of weight 4 in C. Choose a tetrad t so that ]cn t] = 3. Now in the 
sextet determined by t, some tetrad t, # t is disjoint from c. But then t, + t is 
an octad intersecting c in three points. Thus d is 8. B 
Notice Step 2 implies that the all-l vector is in the code C. 
STEP 3. Every octad in C is a block in S. 
Proof: Suppose o is an extraneous octad, a codeword in C which is not a 
block of S. Choose five points in o; they determine a unique block b in S. 
Since 1 o n b 1 is at least five and o # b by assumption, the self-orthgonality of 
C implies (o n bl = 6. But then /o + bl = 4, an impossibility, so o must be a 
block of S. 1 
STEP 4. The dimension of C is twelve. 
Proof: Since C is self-orthogonal the dimension of C is at most twelve, 
so one need only show it is at least twelve. This is done by examining the 
possible number of coset leaders and showing that there are at most 2i2 
cosets. 
There are 1, 24, 276 = C(24, 2), and 2024 = C(24,3) cosets of weights 0, 
1, 2, and 3, respectively, since C has minimum weight 8. This yields a 
subtotal of 2325. If u is a coset leader of weight 4, then the intersection 
numbers quarantee five octads containing U, so any coset of weight 4 has 
exactly six members of weight 4. So there are (l/6) C(24,4) = 1771 such 
cosets, bringing the total to at most 4096 = 2l*. 
Suppose u is a coset leader of weight at least 5. Then five points of u 
determine an octad o with ] o n v ] at least 5. But then the coset element u + o 
has weight less than u, which is impossible. So there are no cosets of weight 
greater than 4. Thus there are 4096 cosets, C has dimension 12 and hence is 
self-dual. I 
STEP 5. (This is actually a general result which happens to be crucial in 
the establishment of the equivalence.) A (16, 5, 8) self-orthogonal binary 
code with the following weight distribution is unique. 
A, = A,, = 1, A, = 30. 
Proof: Let D be such a code. Orthogonality and weight distribution 
restrictions force any two octads of D to intersect in 0 or 4 points. It is easy 
to construct a basis for D which, without loss of generality, is as in Fig. 3. 
Thus the code is unique. Notice that D is precisely the Reed-Muller code 
R(1,4) [ 10, p. 3701. I 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
“1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
v2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
v, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
;; l 1111111111111  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
J , I 
FIG. 3. Basis for a (16, 5, 8) self-dual binary code with weight distribution: A, =A 16 = 1. 
A, = 30. 
Recall that all the nice properties of Steps l-4 belong to two codes, C and 
C’, the equivalence of which is to be establish. Now consider a fixed octad 
o(o’) in C(C’). Let D(D’) be the length 16 subcode consisting of all 
codewords in C(C’) which are zero on o(o’). 
STEP 6. D(D’) is a (16, 5, 8) self-orthogonal binary code with weight 
distribution A, =A,, = 1, A, = 30. In particular, D is equivalent to D’. 
Prooj This follows from the properties of C and the intersection 
numbers of S. Thus D and D’ are equivalent. 1 
At this stage there are equivalent subcodes within C and C’ which yield a 
permutation on 16 of the 24 points sending D to D’. The last and largest 
steps extend this permutation to the remaining eight points in such a manner 
that codewords of C are mapped to codewords of C’. 
But first notice the following: If B is a basis for D and, for clarity, A 
denotes the octad o, then A U B can be extended to a basis for C. Denote the 
six additional codewords by E -F, where E represents the length 8 vectors 
on coordinates l-8 and F the length 16 vectors on coordinates 9-24 (see 
Fig. 4). Then D U F, considered as length 24 vectors, is a basis for the full 
1 l-dimensional dual of D. 
Let CJ denote the degree 16 permutation mapping D to D’. To extend 0 to 
the eight points of o, the image of an arbitrary 2-set t, in o must be deter- 
mined. There are sixteen octads intersecting o in precisely t,. Choose one 
and call it 0,. Let d denote the D-portion of o1 and d’ the image a(d) in D’. 
Let C denote the degree 24 extension of the permutation u which will now be 
constructed. 
STEP 7. d’ is the D/-portion of an octad in C’. 
Proof d’ is orthogonal to D’ and hence must be the D’-portion of a 
codeword c generated by E -F of Fig. 4. Since 4 divides /cl, c must have 
weight 2 or 6 on the coordinates of o. If the former case holds the proof is 
finished. If the latter holds, then c + o is an octad with D/-portion. equal to 
d’. I 
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FIG. 4. Basis decomposition for the code C generated by the blocks of a (5, 8. 24) Steiner 
system. 
Thus d’ is three fourths of an octad in C’ and the other two points lie 
outside D’, a perfectly suited pair for the image of 1, under Z. Call these two 
image points, what else, cl. 
STEP 8. ti is independent of the choice of o,. 
ProoJ Suppose o2 is another octad in C intersecting o in the same 2-set, 
t, . Let d, denote the six points of o, in D, and let d, denote the six points of 
o, in D. So by previous argument a(d,) = d; is the D/-portion of an octad in 
C’. The 2-set of 0; outside D’, call it t;, will be shown to correspond with t; . 
Now oi + o2 = d, + d, is a codeword in D, so d; + d; must also be in D’, 
hence in C’. Thus t; + t; = (0; + 04) + (di t d;) is also in C’. So if t; # ti, 
] ii + t;) would be at most four, a contradiction to the minimum weight of C’. 
Thus t; = r;, and hence the image of the 2-set t, is well determined. 
Henceforth this image will be referred to as t;. [ 
To determine which point of t, goes to which point of ti consider another 
2-set t,. Choose t2 as a subset of o with exactly one point in common with 
t,. Call this single point of intersection p. Again there are sixteen octads 
intersecting o in t,. Choose one of them and call it oz. Using o2 to find the 
image 2-set of t, will determine the image of p. The image of fz is 
independent of the choice of o2 by Step 8. But in order for the image of p to 
be well defined it must be independent of the choice of the 2-set t, inter- 
secting t, in p. 
STEP 9. Final determination of Z(t,) is independent of the choice of t,. 
ProoJ Let t, and C, be 2-sets in o which intersect t, in the single point p. 
Let o, and oj be octads intersecting o in t, and t,, respectively (see Fig. 5). 
The image 2-sets of t, and I,, denoted as usual by t; and t;, respectively, 
must each intersect t: in a single point, as well as intersect each other in a 
single point. The problem is to show that they intersect t, in the same point. 
If this is not the case, 0; + o; + 0; is zero on the first eight coordinates 
and hence is a codeword of D’. However, o, + o, + oj does not lie in D since 
the sum C, t t, t t, has weight of only 4. This is impossible. Thus the image 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
d 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 lb Ii i8 19 20 21 22 23 24 
0’11111111 
% * 1 1 d’ 
ol* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C’ 
0211 1 - - - - - _ _ _ 
03’ 11 - - - - - _ _ _ 
FIG. 5. Extension of the permutation o from coordinates 9-24 of C to coordinates l-8 by 
determining the image of a single point p. 
of a single point p in an arbitrary a-set t, of the fixed octad o has been 
uniquely determined. I 
Thus Z is a well defined, degree 24 permutation mapping codewords of C 
to codewords of C’. And since the minimum weight codewords of C (C’) are 
precisely the blocks of S(S’), Z defines a relabelling of the 24 points of S 
which maps its blocks to those of S’. Therefore a (5, 8,24) Steiner system is 
unique up to a relabelling of the points. 
The length 24 code C in the proof of Result 1 is, of course, the extended 
Golay code. This follows from [8] because C is a (24, 12) self-dual code 
with minimum weight eight. It has as its automorphism group the Mathieu 
group on 24 letters M,,, which is also the group of the (5, 8, 24) Steiner 
system, S. (See [5, 11, 121.) 
It is well known 1121 that M,, is five transitive on the points of S 
(coordinates of C) and thus transitive on the blocks of S (minimum weight 
vectors of C). It is also known that its one point stabilizer is the simple 
group M,, , the Mathieu group on 23 letters, and that Mz3 is the group of the 
(4, 7,23) Steiner system and its related perfect Golay code. Computing one 
more stabilizer results in, of course, M,,, a subgroup of the group of the 
(3,6,22) Steiner system and its associated length 22 code. The entire groups 
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of these last two structures are obtained by computing the subgroup of Ml4 
which stabilizes two points set-wise [ 1, 121. These two systems and their 
codes are discussed following the proof of Result 2. 
4. UNIQUENESS OF THE (4, 7, 23) STEINER SYSTEM 
RESULT 2. The (4, I, 23) Steiner system is unique up to a permutation of 
the points. 
ProoJ: Again start with two (4, 7, 23) systems, S and S’, represent the 
blocks as binary vectors, and generate two length 23 codes C and C’. C(C’) -- 
is extended to a length 24 code, C(C’), by adding a parity check. A 
codeword c in its extended form is denoted F and vice versa. 
It is shown that the weight 8 codewords of C hold a (5, 8, 24) system, 3, 
which was shown to be unique in the last chapter. And since S is obtained 
by considering all blocks of g containing 24, one need only call upon a 
property of the groups involved to finish the argument. 
Again for clarity the proof is presented in steps. Note that all results 
shown for c hold also for c,. 
STEP 1. C is self orthogonal. 
Proof: This proof is analogous to that for Step 1 in the proof of Result 1 
using the table of intersection numbers in Fig. 6. So C is self-orthogonal. 1 
STEP 2. If 6 is an octad in c containing 24, then o is a block of S. 
Proof: Suppose o is not a block of S. Choose four points in o; they 
determine a unique block b in S, b distinct from o. Since C is self-orthogonal 
and the extended blocks b and 0 have a 1 in the 24 th position, 1 b n o / must 
253 
176 77 
120 56 21 
80 40 16 5 
52 28 12 4 1 
32 20 8 4 0 1 
16 16 4 4 0 0 1 
0 16 0 4 0 0 0 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FIG. 6. Table of intersection numbers for a (4, 7, 23) Steiner system. 
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be odd. And since they already have four points in common, lb n o 1 must 
equal five. So four points in o uniquely determine a fifth point which means 
that o contains a (4,5, 7) Steiner system. But A3 = C(5,2)/C(3,2) = 20/6 is 
not an integer so this is impossible. Thus o is a block of S. 1 
STEP 3. The all-l vector 1 is in C and hence also in C. 
Proof: Notice from the table of intersection numbers (Fig. 6) that 
A, = 77. Thus the sum of all the generators has a 1 in every coordinate. I 
STEP 4. Every 5-set of coordinates is contained in an octad of C. 
Proof: Let t be an arbitrary 5-set. If 24 is in t the claim holds because of 
the existing (4, 7,23) system, so suppose 24 is not in t. Without loss of 
generality one may assume t = ( 1,2, 3,4, 5}. 
Each of the five 4-sets in t is contained in a unique block of S and hence 
in an octad of C containing 24. Suppose none of these octads contains C. Let 
Oi denote the extended block determined by the 4-set t - {i), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
Since the maximum block intersection is 3, the situation must be as 
illustrated in Fig. 7. The sum r? = 0, t O2 t .a’ t O5 is thus a codeword of 
weight 16 containing no point of t. So 0 = V + 1 is an octad containing t. 1 
STEP 5. The octad determined in Step 4 is unique. 
Proof: Suppose there is an octad p containing t which is distinct from 0. 
If 24 is in fi, then p is a block of S containing each 4-set of t, a contradiction 
to the uniqueness of the oi)s. Thus 24 is not in fi. Since pf?G contains t but 
not 24, there must be a sixth point in j?n 0 inside C to preserve 











I 1 1 1 1 
1111111 1 
L 111 1 1 1 1 
I1 11 I’ 1 1 1 
Ill 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
111111111111111 1 
L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
, 1 1 1 1 t -‘< t 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
FIG. 7. Construction of the unique octad o containing a S-set t in the code C. 
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orthogonality. Figure 7 again illustrates the situation without loss of 
generality. But now O1 + 0 + p = (0, + o + p) is an octad containing 24, so 
oi + o + p is a block in S distinct from o, but intersecting o, in four points. 
This cannot happen, so 0 is unique. fl 
Thus it has been shown that the octads of C hold a (5,824) system, as 
must the octads of C’. By Result 1 these two designs are equivalent and there 
is a transitive group acting on them. Thus there is a permutation of the 24 
coordinates of C sending its octads to those of C’ which maps 24 to 24’. So 
this same permutation of the coordinates of C must map the blocks of S to 
the blocks of S’. Thus any two such Steiner systems are equivalent. 
Code C in the proof of Result 2 is, of course, the (23, 12, 7) perfect Golay 
code, and C is its extension, the (24, 12, 8) self-dual extended Golay code. It 
is easy to show that any (23, 12, 7) binary code is perfect and thus its 
minimum weight vectors hold a (4, 7, 23) Steiner system. 
The proof of Result 2 shows that when extended these blocks generate a 
(24, 12, 8) code which is shown to be unique in the proof of Result 1. And 
by transitivity of its automorphism group, the smaller code is thus also 
unique. Therefore any code with the Golay parameters (24, 12, 8) or (23, 12, 
7) is unique up to a permutation of the coordinates. 
5. UNIQUENESS OF THE (3,6,22) STEINER SYSTEM 
RESULT 3. The (3,6,22) Steiner system is unique up to a permutation of 
the points. 
The system in question is shown to be a design derived from the (5, 8, 24) 
system from a double puncture and thus also from a (4, 7,23) system by a 
single puncture. 
Proof: The usual binary codes, C and C’, are generated by the weight 6 
vectors representing the blocks of two (3,6,22) systems, S and S’. Codes C 
and C’ are shown to be (22, 11, 6) self-dual codes the minimum weight 
vectors of which correspond precisely with the blocks of the designs. 
STEP 1. C is self-orthogonal. 
ProoJ This is clear from the intersection numbers (see Fig. 8). I 
STEP 2. The minimum weight d of C is 6. 
Proof: Suppose d < 6 and v is a codeword of weight 4. Then since C is 
self-orthogonal v is contained in a block b, so d must be two. By the inter- 
section numbers there are five blocks containing v + b = u. If b, and b, are 
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77 
56 21 
40 16 5 
28 12 4 1 
20 8 4 0 1 
16 4 4 o o 1 
16 0 4 0 0 0 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FIG. 8. Table of intersection numbers for a (3. 6, 22) Steiner system. 
two such blocks, then there is no block b containing the three points in the 
last row of Fig. 9. Therefore d = 6. I 
STEP 3. C is self-dual. 
ProoJ Suppose u is a vector of minimum weight in CL which is not in C. 
Weight of u f 1, 2, or 3 since there are blocks not orthogonal to such 
vectors. So u must have weight of at least 4. But for any such vector there 
exists a block b intersecting u in at least 4 points so that ( u + b ( < j u ( , which 
contradicts the minimality of 1~1. So CL is contained in C, hence Cl = C. 
Note that this implies that C has dimension 11 and that the all-l vector is in 
c. I 
STEP 4. Every weight 6 vector in C is a block of S. 
Pro@ This follows from Steps 2 and 3. m 
To complete the uniqueness proof a two-point extension of C is presented. 
The resulting code is shown to be a (24, 12, 8) code the minimum weight 
vectors of which hold a (5,8,24) system. The tricky part in making the 
extension is in adding not only two coordinates but a twelfth dimension to C. 
This calls for a weight 7 coset leader the existence of which requires proof. 
The following lemmas start things off. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 




1 111 1 
1 1 
FIG. 9. Contradiction reached if the code generated by the blocks of a (3, 6. 22) system is 
assumed to have minimum weight 2. 
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LEMMA 1. An octad in C can be written as the sum of two blocks, and 
this pair of blocks can be chosen so that any 3-set of the octad is contained in 
one of the blocks. 
Proof: This follows easily from the properties of the design. I 
LEMMA 2. Any weight 10 codeword, called a decad, in C can be written 
as the sum of three blocks, b,, b,, and b,, such that 1 b, n b,l = 0 and 
1 b, f~ b, I= 1 b, n b, I = 2. In particular, a decad is the sum of an octad and a 
block where the latter can be chosen to contain an arbitrary 3-set of the 
decad. 
Proof: Let d be any decad in C. Choose a 3-set of d and let b, be the 
block it determines. Once again 1 b, n dl = 4 so b, + d = o, an octad. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 1, now choose three points in o n d 
and let b, be the block they determine, (see Fig. 10). Then I b, n o I = 4. If 
W-4=2, CC ase (i)), then 6, + b, + o is a codeword of weight 4. Thus 
Case (ii) must hold, where, lb, n b, I = 0 and I b, n dl = 4. Let b, = o + b, 
and the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 3. The octads of C hold a 3-(22, 8, 12) design. 
ProoJ Let t be a 3-set of C and b be the block it determines. By 
Lemma 1 any octad o containing t can be written as the sum of b and 
another block b’ which must intersect b in two points outside t. So the 
number of octads containing t is the number of blocks like 6’. From the 
intersection numbers there are exactly twelve such blocks b’. Thus A for this 
design is twelve. 
Note. This design is, in fact, a derived design of the (5, 8, 24) Steiner 
system. 
LEMMA 4. Every vector of weight less than or equal to three is a coset 
leader. 
Proof: This is clear because the minimum weight of C is 6. I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 I . . / 22 
dlllllllll 1 
b ill* * * 
A 11111 11 1 
Case (i): b2 **111* 
bl+b2+o 1 1 1 1 
Case (ii): b 
b: 
111* f * 
111111 
FIG. 10. Construction of 3 blocks which sum to a given decad in C,?. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
1 1 1 
11 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 i 1 
- 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 I 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
FIG. Il. Construction of 3 octads containing a given weight 4 coset leader v  in C,,. 
LEMMA 5. Every vector which is a subset of a coset leader is itself a 
coset leader. 
Proof: This result holds in general (see [ 13, p. 391). fl 
LEMMA 6. A weight 4 coset leader is contained in exactly three octads. 
ProoJ If v is a weight 4 coset leader contained in four octads, then those 
octads sum to a weight 16 codeword disjoint from v which is impossible. So 
there are at most three octads containing v. The actual construction of three 
octads is illustrated in Fig. 11. n 
LEMMA 7. A weight 5 coset leader is contained in exactly six decads. 
Proof: Let v be a weight 5 coset leader. So v intersects any block in at 
most three points and any octad in at most four. Without loss of generality 
represent v by the 5tuple (1, 2, 3,4, 5}, and let b, be the block determined 
by { 1,2,3}. (Fig. 12 should prove helpful throughout the proof.) There are 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Vlllll 
b 111 
bl+b;1 b1 11 11111  11 11 1 1 1 1 
t 44 
1 11 -L .‘- .‘- 
111 * * 4 
b3 1 1 1 t * * 
I 1 1 *- .> << 
FIG. 12. Construction of a decad containing a fixed weight 5 coset leader in C,,. 
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two blocks intersecting u in exactly (4, 5 }. If b, is such a block, then b, + b, 
is a weight 12 vector, a dodecad, in C. 
Now for any 2-set t in b, outside u there is exactly one block, say b,, such 
that b, n b, = t, 1 b, n b, 1 = 2, and 1 b, n ul = 0. This is illustrated for 
t = {6,7} in Fig. 12. Thus b, + 6, + b, is a decad containing u. But there are 
exactly three 2-sets like t for each of the two blocks like b, yielding a total of 
six decads containing u which are constructed in this way. That any decad 
containing v arises in this manner follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. I 
STEP 5. If B, is the number of cosets in C of weight i, then C has the 
following coset weight distribution: Bo=B,= 1, B,=B,=22, 
B,=B,=231, B,=B,=770, B,=Ofor i> 7. 
Proof: It is easy to compute B, = C(22,O) = 1, B, = C(22, 1) = 22, 
B, = C(22, 2) = 231, and B, = (l/2) C(22, 3) = 770. Determining B,, B,, 
and B, involves some more complicated counting arguments so each 
calculation is conducted in two phases. Phase I consists of computing the 
number of vectors of the weight in question which already lie in smaller 
weight cosets. Phase II consists of counting how many of the remaining 
vectors lie in each of the cosets so that the exact number of cosets can be 
determined. 
B,, Phase 1 
By the intersection numbers there are exactly live weight 4’s in each of the 
23 1 weight 2 cosets which leaves 6 160 weight 4’s which must lie in weight 4 
cosets. 
B,, Phase ZZ 
If v is a weight 4 leader there are four blocks intersecting u in three points 
and, by Lemma 6, three octads containing u, yielding seven weight 4’s in 
u + C in addition to u. Thus there are (l/8) 6160 = 770 weight 4 cosets. 
B, , Phase Z 
The number of weight 5’s in a weight 1 coset is 21 by the intersection 
numbers. This accounts for 462 weight 5’s. In a coset of weight 3 one gets 
weight 5 vectors only when blocks intersect the leader in two points or when 
octads contain the leader. The former situation occurs 4C(3,2) times, the 
latter 12 times by Lemma 3, giving a total of 24 weight 5’s per coset. Thus 
only 7392 weight 5’s can be coset leaders. 
B, , Phase ZZ 
If u is a weight 5 coset leader there are three ways to get more weight 5 
vectors in u + C: (i) from blocks intersecting u in three points; (ii) from 
octads intersecting u in four points; and (iii) from decads containing u. 
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Case (i). This occurs C(5, 3) = 10 times. 
Case (ii). Each 4-set of v is itself a coset leader by Lemma 5 and so by 
Lemma 6 there are 3C(5,4) = 15 weight 5’s generated in this manner. 
Case (iii). By Lemma 7 there are six decads containing v so six more 
weight 5’s arise in this manner. 
So the grand total is 1 + 10 + 15 + 6 = 32 weight 5 vectors in any weight 
5 coset. Thus B, = (l/32) 7392 = 23 1. 
B, , Phase 1 
Seventy seven weight 6’s lie in the coset of weight 0. If v is a coset leader 
of weight 2, then weight 6’s occur in v + C when blocks intersect v in one 
point or when octads contain v. The former situation occurs 2( 16) times 
according to the block intersection numbers. The design of Lemma 3 gives 
from its intersection numbers the number of octads containing a 2-set as 
12C(20, l)/C(6, 1) = 40. Thus each weight 2 coset has 72 weight 6 vectors 
in it, which takes care of 231(72) = 16,632 weight 6’s. 
If u is a coset leader of weight 4, then weight 6 vectors occur in v + C in 
the following ways: (i) from blocks intersecting v in two points; (ii) from 
octads intersecting u in three points; and (iii) from decads containing LT. 
Case (i). There are exactly three blocks intersecting u in each of its six 
2-sets yielding 18 weight 6’s. 
Case (ii). By Lemmas 3 and 6 there are nine octads intersecting u in 
each of its four 3-sets giving 36 weight 6’s. 
Case (iii). Since every decad can be written as the sum of an octad and a 
block (Lemma 2), one looks for decads containing v by considering octads 
containing v. If o is one of the three octads containing v (from Lemma 6), 
then each block intersecting o in two points outside ZJ and no points inside v 
will yield a decad containing u. (Figure 13 is recommended as a guide to the 
rest of the argument.) 
Let ol, 02, and oJ be the three octads containing v, each a sum of the 
indicated blocks. Now, without loss of generality, the two blocks intersecting 
o, in {5,6} must occur as b, and b, do in Figure 13. There are two such 
blocks for each of the six 2-sets of o1 outside V, and for the 2-sets of a, and 
o3 outside v, each yielding a decad containing v. This would seem to give a 
total of 36 such decads. But notice in Figure 13 that b, n o2 = { 11, 12) and 
b, n o3 = ( 17, 18). Thus only 18 weight 6’s are obtained this way. 
So each of the 770 weight 4 cosets contains 18 + 36 + 18 = 72 weight 6 
vectors, a total of 55,440. Thus 77 + 16,632 + 55,440 = 72,149 weight 6 
vectors have been accounted for, leaving 2464 to be coset leaders. 
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;21 o2 l l 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 
22 
1 1 1  1 
1111 
E;; cl3 l l 1 1 
1 1 1 1 





6 1 1 1 ” * .‘- 
b7 1 1 1 -2 .‘- .A 
FIG. 13. Construction of decads containing a given weight 4 coset leader ~1. as the sum of 
octads containing u and one additional block. 
B, , Phase II 
If v is a weight 6 coset leader, more weight 6’s occur in v + C when: (i) 
blocks intersect u in three points; (ii) octads intersect u in four points; (iii) 
decads intersect v in live points; and (iv) dodecads contain U. 
Case (i). C(6,3) = 20 weight 6’s occur this way. 
Case (ii). By Lemmas 5 and 6, 3C(6,4) weight 6’s occur in this case. 
Case (iii). By Lemmas 5 and 7, 6C(6, 5) = 36 weight 6’s are added here. 
Case (iv). Putting the blocks from Case (i) into disjoint pairs yields 10 
such dodecads. 
So each weight 6 coset contains 1 + 20 + 45 + 36 + 10 = 112 weight 6 
vectors which means B, = (l/l 12) 2464 = 22. 
At this point 211 - 1 cosets have been counted. It follows from Lemma 5 
that the one remaining coset must have weight 7, so B, = 1 and Bi = 0 for i 
greater than 7. At last the big Step 5 is finally completed. B 
Now it has been shown that C is a self-dual (22, 11, 6) code with cosets of 
weights O-7. Henceforth, for clarity, refer to C as C,,. Now extend C,, to a 
length 24 code, czz, by adding a double parity check. If c is a codeword in 
C,, , let F refer to c extended in Cz,, and vice versa. So Cl, is a doubly even, 
self-orthogonal (24, 11, 8) code generated by the doubly extended blocks of 
a (3, 6,22) Steiner system. 
Step 6. Let u be a weight 7 coset leader of Czz, and let d equal u with a 
01 configuration adjoined in the 23 rd and 24th coordinates. Then 6 is 
orthogonal to Cz,. 
582a/33/3-3 
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Proof: It is sufficient to show that 1 u f? b ] is odd in C,, , for all blocks b. 
Since u is a coset leader of weight 7, 1 u n b ] < 4, so the cases to eliminate 
are: (i) 1 u n b[ = 2, and (ii) ] u n b I = 0. 
There are live 3-sets in v containing any 2-set in u so Case (i) cannot 
occur. As for Case (ii), there are C(7, 3) = 35 blocks intersecting v in three 
points; 15 of these contain a fixed point in u. There are 2 1 total blocks 
containing any fixed point, so for each point in u there must be six blocks 
intersecting v in only that point. But this accounts for 42 more blocks, a 
total of 77 = 1,. Thus there are no blocks disjoint from v, so d is orthogonal 
to c,,. I 
STEP 7. C,, = (CZ,, t7) is self-dual and has minimum weight 8. 
Proof: Vector V is orthogonal to C,, by Step 6, and is clearly 
independent from it. Thus C,, is self-orthogonal of dimension 12, hence self- 
dual. That C,, has minimum weight 8 follows from cZ, having minimum 
weight 8 and v + C,, being a coset of weight 7. 1 
To make the final conclusion, recall that originally two (3,6, 22) Steiner 
systems were under consideration, S and S’. Now it has been shown that the 
blocks of each generate (22, 11, 6) codes C,, and CsZ which are extendable 
to (24, 12, 8) codes C,, and C;, . Now puncturing these last two codes in the 
24th coordinate yields two perfect (23, 12, 7) codes, say C,, and C;,, the 
minimum weight vectors of which hold (4, 7,23) Steiner systems. These have 
been shown to be unique and to possess a transitive automorphism group. 
Hence Result 3 holds. As stated in the introduction this is not a new result, 
although the coset weight distribution computed in Step 5 had not previously 
been computed. 
The length and complexity of the computations needed to complete Step 5 
spawned the idea of using the computer to simplify matters a bit. The result 
of the computerized efforts was the calculation of the coset weight 
distribution of one particular (22, 11, 6) code. This does not serve to 
simplify the proof of Result 3, but since this code is known to be unique 191, 
such a weight calculation is a valuable result independent of the main 
emphasis of this paper. In fact, not only was the coset weight distribution 
computed, i.e., the set of values {B,, Bi,..., B,,}, where Bi is the number of 
cosets of weight i, but also for every value of i except one (i = 6) any two 
cosets of weight i were shown to have the same weight distribution. In the 
case of weight 6 cosets, the weight distribution of a particular coset was 
computed, but it was not shown that all weight 6 cosets are homogeneous, 
i. e., have the same weight distribution. The procedure for making these 
calculations is presented below along with the code and group used and, of 
course, the results. 
The code used, call it C, is a representation of the (22, 11, 6) self-dual 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
--l 1 1 1 1 1 - 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1’ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
FIG. 14. Basis of the (22, 11, 6) code the coset weight distribution of which was 
computed by CAMAC. 
TABLE I 
Coset Weight Distribution for the (22, 11, 6) Self-dual Code 
Vector Code Coset Coset Coset 
wt. c wt. 1 wt. 2 wt. 3 
Coset Coset Coset Coset 























































































cosets 1 22 231 770 770 231 22 1 
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code which is invariant under a length 22 cycle. The basis, shown in Fig. 14, 
is the canonical basis computed by CAMAC from a set of generating vectors 
derived from the quadratic residue representation of the extended Golay 
code. The group of C, call it G, is the set-wise stabilizer of two points in the 
Mathieu group M,,. CAMAC was used to compute this stabilizer from a 
presentation of M,, given in ] 141. Homogeneity and weight distributions are 
easy to verify for cosets of weight i < 3, so the computer was only used for 
cosets of weight greater than 3. 
To determine the values ‘B, and B,, CAMAC found the size of the orbit 
under G of a sample coset leader. The sample weight 4 leader is in an orbit 
of length 770, so there are 770 homogeneous cosets of weight 4 (they all 
have the same weight distribution). This accounts for all the weight 4 vectors 
so B, = 770. In the weight 5 case the orbit length of the sample leader is 231 
and again a counting argument shows that all the weight 5 cosets must lie in 
this orbit. Therefore B, = 23 1 and all such cosets are homogeneous. At this 
point it is also possible to conclude that B, = 1 since there are only enough 
odd weight vectors left to form one last odd weight coset, that weight being 
7. 
Now by Lemma 5 there cannot be any cosets of weight 8 or greater since 
there is only one coset of weight 7. So the remaining 22 cosets must all have 
weight 6. Computing the orbit under G of the sample weight 6 coset leader is 
just beyond the reach of CAMAC at this time; all the weight distribution 
calculations are displayed in Table I. 
6. THE UNIQUENESS OF THE (5, 6, 12) AND (4, 5, 11) STEINER SYSTEMS 
Because the codes associated with these designs are the (12, 6, 6) and (11. 
6, 5) ternary Golay codes, and ternary representations of the design blocks 
are not well defined, a different approach was taken to this uniqueness 
problem. It is shown that each system is completely determined by the 
choice of six blocks which may be assumed to lie in any such design. These 
six blocks in fact form a basis for length 12 (and 11) ternary codes 
corresponding to the two systems and may be generated by an algorithm 
independent of the designs. This algorithm is presented and the minimum 
weight vectors of the resulting codes, the perfect ternary Golay code and its 
extension, are calculated by the CAMAC system. It is then easy to verify 
that the blocks of the designs correspond exactly to the supports of the 
minimum weight vectors of the codes. So the six fixed blocks of the designs 
in fact generate all the rest of the blocks in a linear fashion. 
Let F12 be the 12 dimensional vector space over the field F = GF(3) with 
respect to a fixed basis. Consider the vectors of weight 6 in F” which have 
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only l’s as nonzero entries. These will be refered to as basis vector 
candidates. The algorithm below describes a method for constructing from 
these candidates a basis for a (12, 6) self-dual code C in I;‘*. 
ALGORITHM 
Basis vector candicates are considered in lexicographic order. 
1. Choose b, to be the first vector (in lex ordering). 
2. Choose bi to be the next vector in the lex ordering which is 
orthogonal to and independent of all previously chosen vectors. 
3. If no such bi exists, backtrack to the last bj for which there is more 
than one choice and choose the next possible vector for bj. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until a total of 6 vectors have been deter- 
mined. 
It is easy to verify that the basis in Fig. 15, call it D, was constructed 
using this algorithm. So D generates a (12; 6) code, say C, which is self-dual 
by construction. Let D’ be the basis of length 11 vectors obtained by 
deleting the first coordinate from the vectors of D. 
Now suppose S and S’ are (5, 6, 12) and (4, 5, 11) Steiner systems, 
respectively. Represent the blocks of S as length 12 binary vectors of weight 
six in I;‘*, the 12-dimensional vector space with a fixed basis over 
F = GF(3). Represent the blocks of S’ analogously. The following theorem 
demonstrates the relationship between the basis vectors of the codes just 
constructed and the blocks of the Steiner systems S and S’. 
THEOREM 1. The vectors of D (D’) may be assumed to be blocks of the 
Steiner system S (S’) after a suitable relabelling of the points. 
In order to prove the theorem one needs several lemmas which more 
completely describe the structure of the blocks in the designs. 
LEMMA 8. Let b be a fixed block in S. Then after suitable relabellings of 
the points each of the following configurations must occur: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
g j -ygTT~ 
FIG. 15. Basis D constructed using the algorithm in Section 6. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
I , 
bllllll 
FIG. 16. Intersection contigurations described in Lemma 8 which must occur for any 
fixed block b. 
(a) Fixing two points in b, there are exactly three blocks of S which 
intersect b in those points and they must occur as in Fig. 16(a). 
(b) Fixing four points in b, there are exactly three blocks of S which 
intersect b in those four points and they must occur as in Fig. 16(b). 
(c) Fixing three points of b, there are exactly two blocks of S which 
intersect b in those points and they must occur as in Fig. 16(c). 
Proof. The configurations in cases (a) and (b) follow from the inter- 
section numbers in Figure 17a. In case (c), let b, and b, be the two blocks 
intersecting b in the three fixed points { 1, 2, 3}. If b, and b, have a point in 
common among points 7-12, say 7, then it is impossible to construct the 4 
blocks which must contain { 1, 2, 3, 7}. Thus the lemma holds. 1 
If b, and b, are two blocks intersecting a block b in three points they are 
refered to as relative complements, (with respect to b), since they are 
complementary on points 7-12. When it is clear with respect to what block 
b, and b, are relative complements, b, may be written as b:. 
Lemma 8 and all of the following results may be modified to hold for the 
132 
66 66 
30 36 30 
12 18 18 12 




FIG. 17a. Table of intersection numbers for a (5. 6, 12) Steiner system. 
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66 
36 30 
18 18 12 
810 8 4 
3 5 5 31 
032301 
012345 
FIG. 17b. Table of intersection numbers for a (4, 5, 11) Steiner system. 
(4, 5, 11) system S’. In a figure it is just a matter of deleting the first coor- 
dinate, but in the statements of the lemmas many numerical intersection 
values need alteration. These will not be specified, but in each case the proof 
for the smaller system is exactly analogous to that for the larger one (using 
the intersection numbers in Figure 17b). Thus any result used in the proof of 
Theorem 1 in the case of S also applies in the case of S’. The proofs of 
Lemmas 9 and 10 are not presented as they are straightforward applications 
of Lemma 8(c). 
LEMMA 9. If b, and b, are blocks such that lb, n b, I= 3, and b, is a 
blocksuch that Ib,nb,1=3 andjb,nb,nb,l=2, then Ib,nb,(=3 or4, 
i.e., 1 b, n b, I f 2. One may in fact assume that 1 b, n b, ( = 3. 
LEMMA 10. If b,, b,, and b, are blocks such that lb, n b, n b,l = 2, 
jb,nb,l=jb,nb,l=\b,nb,j=3, and b, is a block such that 1 b L n b, I= 3 
and I b, n b, n b, n b,l = 2, then ) b, n b, n b,] = 2, i.e., on the complement 
of b, , the blocks b,, b, , and b, have no point in common. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the basis vectors in the order in which 
they were generated, i.e., lexicographically. After a suitable permutation of 
the points, the vectors will be shown to correspond to blocks of S. 
b, is, of course, an arbitrary fixed block consisting of points l-6. 
b, is one of the two blocks intersecting b, in the points (1,2,3}. 
b, is one of the two blocks intersecting b, in the points { 1, 2, 4 1. So 
jb,nb,nb,l=2 and by Lemma9 one may assume that Ib,nb,)=3. 
b, is one of the two blocks intersecting b, in the points { 1, 2, 5). So 
Ib,nb,nb,nb,1=2 and by Lemma 10 (b,nb,l=Jb,nb,l=3. 
b, is one of the two blocks intersecting b, in the points { 1, 2, 6}. 
Repeated applications of Lemma 9 yield I b, n b, I = I b, n b, / = lb, n b, I= 3 
and the points of b, are uniquely determined. 
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FIG. 18. The 9 candidates for the block b, which must intersect b, in points (1. 3. 4). 
b, is one of the two blocks intersecting 6, in the points (1, 3, 4}. The 
nine possibilities to consider are listed in Fig. 18. Vectors (i)-(v), (vii), and 
(ix) are eliminated through extensive use of Lemma 8(c). Chains of 
successive relative complements lead to impossible block intersections. All 
the situations are illustrated in Fig. 19, where coordinate triples arising from 
relative complementation are denoted by stars. No such contradictions are 
reached with either vector (vi) or (viii). These choices are equivalent under 
the permutation (8,9)(10, 11) which does not affect the generality of the 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 Q ?; 1 >: 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 t 4 Q 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 .> -‘; * 
1 1 -L -L 1 * 
1 * 1 1 -5: .* 
1 * i- 1 * 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 
1 
* * .* 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 .* .$ -‘- 
1 1 * * 1 t 
1 1 1 c * 4 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 * 4 1 ” 
1 *I * 1 t 
FIG. 19. Elimination arguments for the undesirable b, candidates. Coordinate triples 
denoted by stars arise from relative complementation of the preceeding vector with one of the 
established basis vectors. 
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Thus in the arbitrary (5, 6, 12) Steiner system, S, there are six blocks 
which it may be assumed look like the six basis vectors in Fig. 15. Starting 
with these six blocks, it is possible to construct all 132 blocks of the system 
using the various lemmas. Figure 20 exhibits half of them in lexicographic 
order (the other half are complements of these). Thus the (5, 6, 12) and, 
analogously, the (4, 5, 11) Steiner systems are unique, and Result 4 has been 
proven. 1 
The CAMAC computer system [7] can be used to generate the minimum 
weight vectors of the ternary (12, 6) code for which D is a basis. It is easy to 
check that the supports of these vectors correspond exactly to the 132 blocks 
of the Steiner system shown in Fig. 20. Thus the blocks of any (5, 6, 12) 
Steiner system may be represented by the supports of the minimum weight 
vectors of a specific (12, 6) self-dual ternary code. All the analogous 
arguments hold for the (4, 5, 11) system and the ternary (11, 6) code 
generated by D'. Thus the generation of blocks from the six fixed ones is 
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1 1 1 1 1 
1 111 1 
1 11 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 11 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 11 11 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 11 1 1 
11 1 1 1 
111 1 1 
11 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 11 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 11 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 111 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 11 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
11 I( 1 1 1 1 - 
FIG. 20. The blocks of an arbitrary (5, 6, 12) Steiner system determined by the 
arrangement of blocks b, ,..., b,, which contain the point 1. The other half of the blocks are 
complements of these. 
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